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increasing knowledge through, 381t
memorizing through, 71
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class inequalities change method, 391t
Cleanguardhands campaign, 571
coalitions
Advocacy Coalition Framework on public policy and, 61t, 189–191
definition and purpose of community, 168
formation and key tasks of community, 168–169
formed as a change method, 397t
interpersonal communication channels and vehicles used by, 360, 361t
coalition theory
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coercion change method, 392
cooperative participation principles, 214–215
collective efficacy
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FLU-FIT program to increase, 498–499
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study on farm-working women 50 years or older and, 243, 252
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communication
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overview of, 101–102
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interventions that include an interpersonal, 360, 361
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program design documents created for, 448
social capital and capacity of, 61t, 169–172
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community-based participatory research (CBPR), 492
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social capital theory on, 61t, 169–172
Community Coalition Action Theory, 168–169
community development change method, 396
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Community Guide (CDC), 599
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community environmental outcomes at the, 293, 298–299, 301
program design documents created for the, 448
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community-level theories
Community Coalition Action Theory, 61t, 168–169
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community organization theories, 61t, 175–184
conscientization, 61t fig. 173–175
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social capital and community capacity, 61t, 169–172
social norms theories, 61t, 172–173
community organization theories/models
advocacy, 180–184
locality development, 175
social action, 152, 153, 175, 178
social movements, 179–180
social planning, 175
summary of, 184
community participation
building collective efficacy through, 178
community-based participatory research (CBPR) for, 492
Contra Costa County Health Services Department’s Health Neighborhood Project, 177–178
as core method of community work, 176
health promotion applications of, 176–178
Healthy Cities movement, 176
“wicked problems” issue of, 10
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comeparative effectiveness designs, 573–574
competence need, 108
complex adaptive systems (CASs), 149–150
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Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System (CHESS), 366
computer-based tailored interventions
description and advantages of, 364–367
developing tailored feedback, 365, 366
conditioned stimulus (CS), 66–67
condom use
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increasing among adolescents to prevent STIs, 22
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project goals to increase, 260b–261b, 314, 317, 322b–330
performance objectives for adolescence consistent and correct, 296
performance objectives for among HIV-positive men who have sex with men (MSM), 303
qualitative study on HIV/AIDS and, 245
conscientization
community intervention level using, 61t
Freirian method of, 173–174, 242
three stages passing from apathy to social responsibility action process of, 175
consciousness raising change method, 382
consensus
description of, 222
work group processes for creating, 222
Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR), 119, 489, 491–492, 503–504
CONSORT (CONsolidated Standards of Reporting Trials), 577
CONSORT Work Group on Pragmatic Trials, 485
CONSORT–EHEALTH Group, 568
constructs
common behavior-oriented, 63–64
Health Belief Model (HBM) used of, 62–63
self-efficacy as, 99, 305
See also theory
contextual stakeholders, 544t
contingent rewards change method, 389t
continuous quality improvement (CQI), 506
Contra Costa County Health Services Department Health Neighborhood Project of, 177–178
Public and Environmental Health Advisory Board of, 178
cooperative learning change method, 391t
Coordinated Approach To Child Health (CATCH) program
program theme of the, 357
teachers as environmental agents and program implementers of, 318–319
coping. See planning coping responses change method
core elements (essential elements)
adapting EBIs and challenge of protecting the, 600–601
description of the, 623
identifying and retaining, 623–624
planning group consideration of the, 637–638
COREQ (CONsolidated criteria for REporting Qualitative research), 577
counterconditioning change method, 383t
critical consciousness (conscientization), 61t, 173–175, 242
critical incident technique, 242
cue altering change methods
for changing habitual, automatic, and impulsive behaviors, 384t
for changing skills, capability, and self-efficacy and overcome barriers, 389t
cues
how health promoters can provide people with health information, 74
increasing knowledge by providing, 381t
retrieving information through, 73
theories of automatic behavior and habits on guiding behavior with environmental, 89
Cultivando La Salud program
cancer screening intervention focus of, 252
program theme and message of, 357, 358fg
cultural humility
description of, 28
Intervention Mapping and role of, 28–30
cultural relevance
judging delivery fit, design features, and, 620–621, 637
of program materials, 438–440
cultural relevant program materials
considering deep and surface culture dimensions for, 439–440
planning and preparing, 438–440
cultural self-awareness, 222–224
cultural sensitivity
defining, 438–439
preparing program materials aiming at cultural relevance and, 438–440
writing program messages with, 458
cultural similarity change method, 386t
culture
behavior-oriented theories and role of cultural sensitivity and, 62–63
Communication-Persuasion Matrix (CPM) on communication role of, 102
deep structure and surface structure of, 439–440
exploring and working in another, 224–225
as pattern of basic assumptions to cope with problems, 161
PEN-3 model constructs for understanding “population at risk” factors related to, 224, 230
work group, 222–225
writing health messages taking a perspective on participants,’ 458
See also beliefs; organizational culture
culture-oriented formativeresearch, 440–441
Cystic Fibrosis Family Education Program (CF FEP), 399
data
acquiring needs assessment, 241–242
finding and using archival, 246
needs assessment combining qualitative and quantitative, 242–246
pretesting and pilot-testing, 464–468
primary, 246, 248–249
secondary, 247t–248t
data analysis
IM Adapt framework on planning on evaluation, 629, 641–642
pretesting and pilot-testing, 467–468
qualitative methods for, 243–244
quantitative methods for, 243
data collection
acquiring needs assessment data, 241–242
from adopters and implementers, 513
archival data, 246
on breast cancer mortality rates inequality, 631–632
IM Adapt framework on planning, 629, 641–642
pretesting and pilot-testing for, 464–468
primary data, 246, 248–249
qualitative and quantitative, 243–244, 306
secondary data, 247t–248t
data needs
description of the process for identifying, 26–27
theory and evidence core process of identifying, 21
data sources
primary, 246, 248–251
secondary, 247t–248t
decision makers
creating consensus among, 222
as evaluation stakeholder, 544t
decision making
for adoption of outcomes and performance objectives, 497–500
facilitation of power equity and inclusive, 220
work group processes for consensus, 222
decision making tools
CHESS (Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System), 366
MINDSET (Management Information Decision-Support Epilepsy Tool) as, 106–107, 233–236, 255–256, 307, 367

deconditioning change method, 383

deep structure of culture, 439–440

Delphi technique, 250–251

design documents
 created for community processes, 448
determining reading level of, 451–453
IM Adapt framework on preparing them for EBI adaptation, 624, 638

It's Your Game... Keep It Real project example of, 472

Mayor's Project development of, 455

MINDSET (Management Information Decision-Support Epilepsy Tool) examples of, 444–447

process of developing the, 441–448
reviewing available material for use in, 448–453
SAM (Suitability Assessment of Materials) for determining suitability of, 449, 450

telephone-counseling program template for, 621, 622–623

T.L.L. Temple Foundation Stroke Project examples of, 442–443

two different types of, 441
See also program materials
determinants
 of adoption, implementation, and maintenance, 507–513
 of an agent's power, 151, 153
cautions against placing automaticity or habit in the matrix as a, 318
consentization, 61t, 173–175, 242
ecological model on, 60–62
epilepsy PRECEDE model on, 234
examples of objectives and methods at various levels, 372–373
examples of objectives and methods for changing awareness and risk perception of condom use, 371
IM Adapt framework on program fit with, 618, 636–637

It's Your Game... Keep It Real project, 258b, 314–317, 414t–416t

logic models for, 61–62

matrices creates at intersection of objectives and at-risk, 283–284

measuring TBP and RAA, 82

needs assessment description of behavioral and environmental risks, 236–237, 239–241
organizing and prioritizing, 513
PAPM incorporation of Social Cognitive Theory change methods and, 98
Peace of Mind Program (PMP) personal, 515t–517t

planning group selection of personal, 304–308
posing questions about, 21
program evaluation measures of, 562–564
rating their importance to performance objectives, 306–308, 307
selecting personal, 304–308, 322b, 323b–324b

of self-efficacy, 99–100, 116
Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), 65, 113
social network and social support theories, 159
The ToyBox-Study matrices of change objectives and personal, 309, 310t–311t

Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee, 297

Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT)
on characteristics of adopters and innovations, 117–119
implementation frameworks of, 119, 486, 492
on interpersonal environment, 61t
overview of, 116–117
stage theory of organizational change/diffusion of innovation, 163–166
summary of the, 120
diffusion phases
 adoption, 117
dissemination, 117
implementation, 117, 119
maintenance, sustainability, and institutionalization, 117
diffusion theories
 Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT), 61t, 116–120
Intervention Mapping step, question, and, 25t
stage theory of organizational change/diffusion of innovation, 163–166
direct experience change method, 386t
discrimination and stigma theories, 113–116
 See also racism
discussion change method, 381t
display print channel/vehicle, 362t

dissemination
designing health promotion programs for, 484–485
Intervention Mapping step, question, model for implementation and, 25t
theory- and evidence-based approaches to implementation and, 485–487
Veterans Administration (VA) dissemination and implementation (D&I) workgroup on, 485
See also implementation
dissemination frameworks
for informing Step 5, 487–490
Intervention Mapping step, question, model for implementation and, 25t
Division of Cancer Control and Population Science (National Cancer Institute), 562
dramatic relief change method, 382t
dual-systems theory
 on individual intervention level, 61t
Reflective-Impulsive Model (RIM), 90–91
Dutch HIV/AIDS-Prevention Program evaluation plan for the, 577, 578t–579t
guided practice used in, 371
modeling used in the, 400–401
early adopters. See adopters
early commitment change method, 384t
EBIs. See evidence-based interventions (EBIs)
ecological models
 applied to different intervention levels, 59–62
Intervention Mapping and, 8–10
logic model for methods, determinants, behaviors, environmental conditions, and health, 62fg
for planning program outcomes, 284–285
effect evaluation
determining a time frame for the, 550–552
planning design for, 568–574
of school HIV-prevention program, 550–551
timeframe for the, 550–552
writing effect questions of, 546–552
See also process evaluation
effect evaluation design
hybrid designs, 575–576
mediation and moderation analyses, 576–577
mixed methods, 574–575
non-randomized controlled trials (RCT), 570
observational studies with propensity score matching, 570–571
planning an, 568–574
principles that promote external validity, 571–574
time series designs, 571
traditional types of, 569–570
effect evaluation questions
on change objectives, 549–550
on health, quality of life, behavior, and environment, 548–549
IYG project, 580b, 582t–583t
for Mayor’s Project, 548b
written from logic models, 546–552
eHealth interventions
ASPIRE (A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience), 367
CHESS (Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System), 366
computer- and Internet-based tailored, 364–367
description of, 364
emerging technology for, 370
iCHAMPSS Model (Choosing and Maintaining Programs for Sex Education in Schools), 367
serious gaming, 368–369
social media, 367–368
telephone and smartphone, 369–370
Web analytics of, 567–568
See also MINDSET (Management Information Decision-Support Epilepsy Tool)
elaboration change method
to change attitudes, beliefs, and outcome expectations, 386t
to increase knowledge, 381t
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)
for individual intervention level, 61t
overview of, 102–104
on persuasive arguments, 104–105
promoting skills for information processing issue in, 73
empathy training change method, 391t
empirical literature. See literature review
empowerment theories
comparison of individual, organizational, and community levels of empowerment, 154t, 155
definition as “social action process” in, 153
as multilevel theory, 61t
enhancing network linkages change method, 394t
entertainment-education (E-E) programs
as change method, 393t
description of, 172
effect evaluation questions
creating a logic model of change and role of, 319–320f
creating matrices that identify the program implementers and, 318–319, 320f
effects of change role of, 285f
See also program implementers
effect evaluation questions
environmental conditions/factors
CHEW (Checklist of Health Promotion Environments at Worksites) audit of, 253
epilepsy PRECEDE model on, 234f, 238–239
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project description of adolescent sexual risk behaviors, 258b–260b
logic models for, 61–62f
needs assessment description of determinants of risks and, 237–238, 239–241
program evaluation measure for, 561–562
program fit with judgments about, 617–618
roles, determinants, and change methods for, 372–373t
Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) on observational learning and, 110–111
tables on change methods for changing, 390, 392t–393t
using power to create change at higher levels of, 153
writing effect evaluation questions on, 548–549
See also risk factors
effect evaluation questions
environmental levels
information environment asset assessment, 252t, 253
physical environment asset assessment, 252t, 253
policy/practice environment asset assessment, 252t, 253
program design on the intervention logic model, 347–348f
roles, determinants, and change methods for various, 372–373t
schematic representation of shift in program design, 348f
effect evaluation questions
social environmental asset assessment, 252t, 253
environmental-oriented theories
community-level theories, 61t, 167–184
capability, 145
general environmental-oriented theories, 149–155
interpersonal-level theories, 155–159
looking at healthy environments as outcomes, 148
model for change of environmental conditions, 146–147
organizational-level theories, 61t, 160–167
perceptions on, 146
societal and governmental theories, 184–192
See also theory
effect evaluation questions
environmental outcomes
community, 293
determining health-related behaviors of the at-risk group for, 286–289
interpersonal, 291–292
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project, 322b, 323t–324t
logic of change role of environmental agents and, 285f, 286
organizational, 292–293
selecting personal determinants for, 304–308
societal, 294
specifying performance objectives associated with the, 294, 297–299, 301t
stating the, 291–294
evidence/theories/change methods tables (continued)
change of environmental conditions, 390, 392t–393t
change of organizations, 394–395t
change of policy, 397–398t
change of social norms, 390, 393t
change of social support and social networks, 391–394t
changing social influence, 386–387t
how to use the, 379–380
increase knowledge, 380, 381t
influence skills, capability, and self-efficacy and overcome barriers, 387–390
reduce public stigma, 390, 391t
executive function
improving control with practice, 92
inhibitory control of the, 91–92
training executive function change method, 384t
experience change method
changing skills, capability, and self-efficacy and overcome barriers with direct, 386t
changing skills, capability, and self-efficacy and overcome barriers with effective mastery, 388t
explanatory vs. change theories, 66
exposure effect
to change attitudes, beliefs, and outcome expectations, 386t
learning and, 69
Extended Parallel Process Model (EPPM)
as consciousness raising, 78
description of, 76
for individual intervention level, 61t
external validity
comparative effectiveness designs, 573–574
evaluation designs that promote, 571–574
of PRECIS criteria for pragmatic designs, 572f–573
Facebook, 368
facilitation
changing behavior through, 378t
of power equity and inclusive decision making, 220
work task group need for, 218–220
facilitation processes
communication, 219t
maintenance and team-building functions, 219t
task functions, 219t
fear arousal
as change method, 383t
moving from change method to application using, 403–405
fear-based health messages
on at-risk behaviors, 76–77
Self-Affirmation Theory to make people less defensive of, 77
federally qualified health centers (FAHCs)
appraisal inquiry (AI) approach to in-depth interviewing at, 249
PGGIS (public participation GIS) to collect data from, 251
feedback
changing behavior through, 377t
classical conditioning and, 66–67
as effective method to create changes, 69–70
operant conditioning and, 67–68
organizational diagnosis and feedback change method, 395t
fit. See evidence-based interventions (EBIs) program fit
Flesch-Kincaid grade level, 452
Flickr, 368
FLU-FIT program, 498–499
focus groups, 250
Force Field Analysis, 160–161
formative research
culture-oriented, 440–441
evidence-based interventions (EBIs) and, 602
needs assessment and, 212
preparing program materials and role of, 440
forming coalitions change method, 397t
framing
changing awareness and risk perception through, 382t
of health messages, 77–78
media advocacy, 183–184
to shift perspectives, 397t
of social movements, 179–180
free association, 221
Friend to Friend program, 493–494
Fry Readability Graph, 452
full EBIs (evidence-based interventions)
description and sources of, 599–600
website sources for, 611, 612t–613t
gender
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project gender role
norms determinant, 325t–327t
reducing inequalities of class, race, gender and sexuality change method, 391t
general environmental-oriented theories
description of, 149
empowerment theories, 61t, 154t, 155
systems theory, 61t, 149–151
theories of power, 151–153
geographic information systems (GIS), 251
Gestalt school of psychology, 71
goal-setting change method, 389t
goal-setting theory
on characteristics of goals, 86
on implementation intentions, 86–88
for individual intervention level, 61t
overview of, 85–86
on unconscious goal pursuit, 88
See also health promotion goals
Google analytics, 568
governmental theories. See societal and governmental theories
government intervention level
Advocacy Coalition Framework for, 61t, 189–191, 398t
Multiple Streams Theory for, 61fg, 187–189, 190, 397–398t
table on methods to change public policy at the, 397–398t
theories impacting societal and, 61t, 184–191
See also public policy
GRADE Working Group, 611
Greenpeace actions, 178
group management processes
for consensus, 222
creating a timeline fro, 218
facilitation, 218, 220
for idea generation, 220–222
overview of, 217–218

660
guided practice
c-changing skills, capability, and self-efficacy and overcome barriers, 388
HIV-prevention program for Dutch adolescents using, 371

habits
c-caution against placing it in the matrix as a determinant, 318
c-change methods for behaviors that are automatic, impulsive, and, 383–384
c-difficulty of changing, 92–93
c-examples of cells to address a habitual behaviors in a matrix, 319
c-possible intervention to change, 93
process of changing, 318
as special case of automatic behavior, 92
See also performance (or change) objectives
health
-logic models, 61–62
-program evaluation measures of, 559–561
-social relationships linked to status of, 156
-writing effect evaluation questions on, 548–549
See also public health
health advocacy
description of, 180–181
-media advocacy approach to, 182–184
-principles underlying effective tactics for, 181
t-three stages of, 181–182
health behavior change techniques (BCTs), 355
See also logic model of change
Health Belief Model (HBM)
as consciousness raising, 78
c-constructs to describe health behavior in various cultures in the, 62–63
c-four psychological constructs of, 74–75
-on health action based on perceptions, 74–75
-for individual intervention level, 61
health care costs (epilepsy PRECEDE model), 235
health education
-entertainment-education (E-E) programs change method, 172, 393
Freirian method for, 173–174
-peer education change method for, 394
-problem-posing, 396
-use of lay health workers change method for, 394
health educators, 3
See also program implementers
Health in All Policies strategy (European Union), 185
health literacy
-program materials consideration of participant literacy and, 451–453
-program messages that include presentation of medical terminology to facilitate, 459
-reading level assessments should be focused on literacy and not on, 453
-Short-TOFHLA (Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults) assessment of, 452
-TOFHLA (Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults) assessment of, 452
See also literacy
health messages
-communication channels and vehicles for change methods and, 359–364
-cues used to provide health information and, 73–74
Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT) on, 61, 116–120
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) on persuasion effects of, 61, 73, 102–104
fear-based, 76–77
framing, 77–78
raising awareness through, 98–99
See also behavioral journalism; communication; program messages; risk communication
health problems
-example of epilepsy PRECEDE model, 233–236
-IM Adapt framework on fit with health promoting behaviors and, 614–615, 635, 636, 639
-IM Adapt framework on literature review to summarize, 630–631
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project task of describing the, 257–258
-needs assessment description possible causes of, 236–239
-needs assessment description of quality of life and, 232–236
-posing question about, 21
-rates and risk concepts and statistics on, 233
health promoters
definition of, 3
-Mayor’s Project case study on planning process of, 4–7
-providing cues as method to help people retrieve information, 74
-working as external organizational change agents, 160, 162
health-promoting behaviors
-IM Adapt framework on it with health problem and, 614–615, 635, 636, 639
-stating behavioral and environmental outcomes for, 287–288
See also at-risk behaviors; behaviors
health promotion
definition of, 3
efficacy testing in controlled environments, 151
-racism as explicit consideration in, 225
See also interventions
health promotion goals
-characteristics of, 86
-examples of, 255–256
-IM Adapt framework on writing, 608, 634
-Intervention Mapping framework definition of, 255
-It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project task of stating, 260–261
-media advocacy, 184
-mental processes and behaviors of, 85
-RAA distinction between intentions, beliefs, and, 82
-setting needs assessment priorities and stating program, 254–256
-should relate to public health, 11
-theories of goal-directed behavior on content of, 84–85
-unconscious pursuit of, 88
See also goal-setting theory; logic model of change; performance (or change) objectives
health promotion programs
conducting asset assessment in different types of, 252t–253
descriptions developed using Intervention Mapping, 34t–38t
implementation of, 117, 119, 318–319, 320fg, 436–437, 483–529
production and materials of, 13fg, 18, 435–475
scope of, 355–359t, 409b–410b
sequence of, 355–359t, 409b–410b
setting needs assessment priorities and stating goals of, 254–256
themes of, 355–357, 409b–410b
See also Mayor’s Project; program outcomes; specific programs

health/quality-of-life logic models, 61–62fg
health-related quality-of-life (HRQOL), 560
Healthy Cities movement, 176
Healthy Neighborhoods Project (Contra Costa County Health Services Department), 177–178
The Heart Truth Campaign, 368
Hispanic population
declining breast cancer mortality rates among women, 630–631
health problems of youth among, 257b–258b
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project focus on, 256b–261b
study on colorectal and breast cancer screening by farm-working 50 years and older women, 243, 252
See also racial/ethnicity differences

HIV/AIDS epidemic
ART (antiretroviral treatment) for patients of the, 296
public policy response to, 190
qualitative study on risk behaviors associated with, 245
reducing stigmatization associated to, 114–115
stigma and discrimination related to the, 113–114
See also sexually transmitted infections (STIs); sexual risk behaviors

HIV/AIDS programs
ACT-UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power), 180
Dutch HIV/AIDS-Prevention Program, 371, 400–401, 577, 578t–579t
evaluation of a school HIV-prevention program, 550, 551t
health promotion goals of Austin (Texas), 255
identifying determinants when planning, 306
importance of determinants when planning an Internet, 307
for increasing condom use by adolescents, 22t
Intervention Mapping used for, 35t
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project goals to reduce HIV infection, 260b–261b
performance objectives for condom use for HIV-positive men who have sex with men (MSM), 303t
role of culture in intervention planning for, 29
scene from HIV-prevention active learning video, 402
School AIDS Prevention Program evaluation plan, 577, 578t–579t
social norms theories on prevention used in, 173–174
specifying performance objectives to promote HIV testing and reduce stigma, 298t–301t
See also Mayor’s Project

Houston Department of Health and Human Services, 257b
HRQOL (health-related quality-of-life), 560
human relations and team building training, 395t
human rights, 12
hybrid designs for evaluation, 575–576

iCHAMPSS Model (Choosing and Maintaining Programs for Sex Education in Schools), 367
idea generation processes
brainstorming or free association, 221
nominal group technique, 221
overview of, 220–221
responding to a paper or presentation of evidence, 221–222

IM Adapt framework
alternatives to the, 602–603
competency in, 597–598
illustrated diagram on process of the, 604, 605fg
introduction to the, 603–604
overview of adapting EBIs using the, 603–604
See also evidence-based interventions (EBIs); Intervention Mapping (IM)

IM Adapt framework case study
project outcomes and current status of the, 642
Step 1: needs assessment and assess organizational capacity, 629–634
Step 2: search for evidence-based interventions, 634–635
Step 3: assess fit and plan adaptations, 636–638
Step 4: make adaptations, 638–639
Step 5: plan for implementation, 639–640
Step 6: plan for evaluation, 640–642

IM Adapt framework steps
Step 1: needs assessment and assess organizational capacity, 604–608
Step 2: search for evidence-based interventions, 608–615
Step 3: assess fit and plan adaptations, 615–624
Step 4: make adaptations, 624–625
Step 5: plan for implementation, 625–626
Step 6: plan for evaluation, 626–629
imagery change method, 381t
implementation
constructing matrices for change objectives, 507–514, 515t–517t
definition of, 497
designing program production and materials for, 436–437
determinants of, 507–514
dimensions of, 500–501
identifying environmental agents and program implements for, 318–319, 320fg
IM Adapt framework on judging program fit of, 621, 623, 637
IM Adapt framework on planning for, 625–626, 639–640
interventions to increase program use during, 485–487
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project stating outcomes and performance objectives for, 523t–525t
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project Step 5 tasks for, 518b–528b
outcomes of, 501–503
Peace of Mind Program (PMP), 499, 507, 516

as phase of diffusion, 117

process evaluation questions on, 554–558

stating outcomes and performance objectives for, 500–506

three frameworks of influence for diffusion, 119

using theories and frameworks for, 503–504

Veterans Administration (VA) dissemination and implementation (D&I) workgroup on, 485

See also dissemination; Intervention Mapping tasks (Step 5)

implementation frameworks

Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR), 119, 489, 491–492, 503–504

Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT), 119, 486, 492

Interactive Systems Framework (ISF), 119, 489, 490–491, 503–504, 601

RE-AIM framework, 119, 489, 490, 611

used for implementation, 503–504

used to inform Step 5, 487–490

See also theory

implementation intentions change method, 383

implementation interventions

organizing the intervention scope, sequence, and materials, 518, 526b–528b

selecting change methods and practical applications, 514, 518, 526b–528b

implementation planning

competency in, 483–484

a participatory approach to, 492–494

Peace of Mind Program (PMP), 517

perspectives on, 484–494

implementation planning perspectives

designing health promotion programs for dissemination, 484–485

on frameworks for dissemination and implementation, 490–492

implementation interventions to increase program use, 485–487

participatory approach to implementation planning, 492–494

using dissemination and implementation frameworks to inform Step 5, 487–490

improving physical/emotional states, 388

impulsive behavior

change methods for habits, automatic, and, 383–384

inhibitory control of executive function to control, 91–92

Reflective-Impulsive Model (RIM) on, 90–91

increasing stakeholder influence change method, 395

Incredible Years BASIC Parent Program, 576

individual empowering level, 154

individual intervention level

individual empowering level, 154

modeling to reinforcement attitude change at the, 372–373

table on basic change methods at the, 376–386

tories to use at the, 61

See also intervention levels

individualization intervention method

changing behavior through, 377

description of the, 112

infomercials channel/vehicle, 363

information environment asset assessment, 252, 253

Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills model, 81

innovation

characteristics of adopters and, 117–119

definition of, 116, 497

Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT) on, 61, 116–120

literature review on characteristics of, 510–511

Institute of Medicine, 230, 452

Institutional Review Board (St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital), 641

Integrated Behavioral Model (IBM) for individual intervention level, 61

overview of, 81

Interactive Systems Framework (ISF), 119, 489, 490–491, 503–504, 601

interactive voice recognition (IVR), 369–370

Internet-based tailored interventions description and advantages of, 364–367

developing tailored feedback, 365, 366

terpersonal contact change method, 391

interpersonal environmental outcomes identifying and stating, 291–292
to reduce stigma and promote HIV testing, 298–299, 301

The ToyBox-Study, 292, 298, 299

interpersonal intervention level

communication channels and vehicles, 360, 361

environmental outcomes, 291–292, 298, 299, 301

modeling to reinforcement attitude change at the, 372–373

table on methods for changing social support and social networks at, 386, 393

theories that impact the, 59, 61, 65, 81, 96, 109–120, 156–159

ToyBox-Study matrices of change objectives at the, 309, 311

See also intervention levels

interpersonal-level theories

description of, 155

Diffusion of Innovations Theory, 61, 116–120

Social Cognitive Theory, 59, 61, 65, 81, 96, 109–113, 118

social network theory, 61

social support theory, 61, 155–156, 159

theories of stigma and discrimination, 61, 113–116

interrupted time-series design, 571

intervention levels

community, 61, 167–184, 293, 298–299, 301, 395–396

constructing matrices of change objectives and selecting the, 309, 310–312

multilevel, 61, 146–147

program design using different change methods at different, 352–354

societal and governmental, 61, 184–191, 294, 298–299, 301, 386–387, 397–398

tobacco control application to differing, 38

The ToyBox-Study matrices of change objectives and specific, 309, 310–312

translating change methods into applications at different, 406–408

See also individual intervention level; interpersonal intervention level; organization intervention level

Intervention Mapping (IM) adapting evidence-based interventions (EBIs) by using, 603–643
Intervention Mapping (IM) (continued)

- competency of, 3
- ecological models and systems thinking in, 8–10
- ethical practice of health promotion and, 11–12
- examples of programs developed using, 34t–38t
- health promotion planning role of, 3
- introduction to theory and evidence and processes applied to, 7–8, 11, 20–28
- mapping steps, 12–20
- participation in health promotion planning and, 10–11
- perspectives on, 7
- program goals as defined by, 255
- perspectives on, 7
- participation in health promotion planning, 10–11
- mapping steps, 12–20
- role of culture in, 28–30

See also IM Adapt framework; Mayor’s Project

Intervention Mapping steps/questions

1: logic model of the problem/needs assessment, 13fig, 14, 15fig, 25t, 213–261b
2: program outcomes and objectives and logic model of change, 13fig, 15–17, 25t, 283–330t
3: program design, 13fig, 17–18, 25t, 345–408t
4: program production, 11fig, 18, 25t, 435–476
5: program implementation plan, 13fig, 18–19, 25t, 483–530
6: evaluation plan, 13fig, 19–20, 25t, 541–585

Intervention Mapping tasks (Step 1)

1: establishing and working with a planning group, 214–226b, 256b
2: conducting a needs assessment, 226–251, 256b–260b
3: describing the context for the intervention, 251–254, 260b
4: stating program goals, 254–256, 260b–261b

See also intervention planning: work planning groups

Intervention Mapping tasks (Step 2)

1: stating behavioral and environmental outcomes, 286–304, 322t
2: selecting personal determinants, 304–308, 322b, 323b–324b
4: creating a logic model of change, 319–320fg
5: using matrices of change objectives for program evaluation, 321–330t

See also performance (or change) objectives

Intervention Mapping tasks (Step 3)

1: generating program themes, components, scope, and sequence, 355–370, 409b–410b, 411t–413t
2: choosing theory- and evidence-based change methods to address objectives, 370–398t, 410b, 411t–416t
3: moving from methods to applications, 398–408t

See also program design

Intervention Mapping tasks (Step 4)

1: refining program structure and organization, 437–438, 468b
2: preparing plans for program materials, 438–455b, 468b–469b
3: drafting messages, materials, and protocols, 456–464, 469b
4: pretesting, pilot-testing, refining, and producing materials, 464–468, 469b–475b

See also program production

Intervention Mapping tasks (Step 5)

1: identifying program implementers, 494–496b, 519b
2: stating outcomes and performance objectives for program use, 497–507, 519b, 520t–526t
3: constructing matrices of change objectives for implementation, 507–514, 515t–517t, 519b
4: designing implementation interventions, 514, 517t, 518, 526b–528b, 580b, 583b

See also implementation

Intervention Mapping tasks (Step 6)

1: writing evaluation questions, 546–558, 580b, 582t–583t
2: selecting and developing measures, 558–564, 580b
3: specifying designs for process and effect evaluations, 564–568, 580b
4: planning an evaluation design for effect evaluation, 568–574, 586b
5: emerging designs and analyses for process and effect evaluation, 574–577
6: completing the evaluation plan, 577–579t

See also program evaluation planning

intervention planning

examples of when to use behavior-oriented theories in, 58t
for implementation, 484–529
as an iterative process, 31
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project task of, 256b–261b
with limited resources, 32
matrices as the foundation of, 31
needs assessment as part of the, 212–214
participation in, 10–11
for program materials, 438–455b

See also Intervention Mapping (Step 1); logic model of change; logic model of the problem; work planning groups

interventions

based on thorough evidence to increase effectiveness, 11
diverse participation of, 11
eHealth, 364–370, 567–568
logic model of the, 547t
role of culture in, 28–30
social support, 157–159
tailoring, relevance, and individualization methods in, 112

See also evidence-based interventions (EBIs); health promotion

intervention settings

asset assessment to identify the, 254
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project task of establishing, 260b

interviews

appreciate inquiry (AI) use of in-depth, 249
as data collection method, 248
ethnographic, 242
focus groups, 250
Motivational Interviewing (MI), 108–109, 378t

It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real (IYG) project
computer lessons of the, 470fg–471fg
design document of, 472fg
eample of role play activity from, 473fg
final logic model for, 580b, 581fg
Intervention Mapping Step 1 tasks, 254, 256b–261b
Intervention Mapping Step 2 tasks, 322b–330b
Intervention Mapping Step 3 tasks, 409b–416b
Intervention Mapping Step 4 tasks, 468b–475b
Intervention Mapping Step 5 tasks, 518b–519b, 520t–528t
Intervention Mapping Step 6 tasks, 580b–584b
matrix showing personal determinants and change objectives for, 314–317
program components of, 358
program scope and sequence of, 359
program theme of, 357
refining program materials by the, 467
screen captures depicting change methods and practical applications from, 474ff
See also adolescents; school programs
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real (IYG) project tasks
c conducive needs assessment to create logic model of the problem, 256b–260b
construct matrices of change objectives for implementation, 519b
c create the matrices, 324b–330t
describe population, setting, and community context for intervention, 260b
develop indicators and measures for assessment, 580b
establish and work with a planning group, 256b
identify program implementers, 519b
preparing plans for program materials, 468b–469
refine the program structure and organization, 468b
select determinants of health behavior and environmental outcomes, 322b–324t
de state outcomes and performance objectives for implementation, 519b, 520t–526t
state program goals, 260b–261b
state what health behaviors and environmental conditions need to change, 322b
subdivide behavioral and environmental outcomes into objectives, 322b
write effect and process evaluation questions, 580b
IVR (interactive voice recognition), 369–370

Jasoos (Detective) Vijay (BBC crime drama show), 172
Journal of Medical Internet Research, 567

knowledge
action words for writing change objectives related to, 317t
change methods for increasing, 380, 381t
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project determinants of, 315t–316t, 325t–330t
ToyBox Study personal determinants of, 311t–312t

La Raza Unida, 178
laws and regulations change method, 398t
lay health workers change method, 394t
League of Women Voters, 180
learning
cooperative learning change method, 391t
elaboration to add meaning and enhance memory and, 73
Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) on environment and observational, 110–111
text comprehension and, 71–73
vicarious (or social), 69
See also active learning
learning theories
classical (or Pavlovian) conditioning, 66–67
description of, 66
on exposure effect, 69
for individual intervention level, 61t
operant conditioning, 67–68
summary on changing behavior using, 69–70
legitimacy power, 152, 153
literacy
program materials consideration of participant, 451–453
reading level assessments focused on, 452–453
REALM (Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine) assessment of, 452
See also health literacy; reading level assessments
literature review
on characteristics of implementers, 511
on characteristics of innovations, 510–511
on characteristics of systems, 511–513
IM Adapt framework on summary of the problem from, 630–631
questions to help guide a basic, 23–24
stating outcomes and performance objectives for implementation and use of, 504–505
as theory and evidence core process, 20
lobbying and advocacy change method, 392t
locality development community organization model, 175
loxi (Greek oratory method), 73
logic model of change
description of, 13ff
ecological model applied to, 61–62ff
effect evaluation questions written from, 546–552
illustrated diagram of development of the, 16ff
IM Adapt framework on developing a, 606–607ff, 632ff–633ff
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project task to create a, 330b
planning step of depicting pathways of program causation, 13ff, 15–17, 285ff–286
program outcomes task of creating pathways to program effects, 319–320ff
tasks involved in completing the, 15–17
See also change methods; health behavior change techniques (BCTs); health promotion goals; intervention planning
logic model of the problem
competency of, 211–212
effect evaluation questions written from, 546–552
IM Adapt framework, 604–606ff, 630
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project task of creating, 256b–261b
needs assessment for developing a, 13, 211–214, 226, 227ff
perspectives on, 212
steps in the development of the, 14–15, 15ff
tasks for development of a, 214–261b
theories used for, 25t
working list of answers for, 21, 27–28
See also intervention planning; PRECEDE model
logic models
IYG project intervention logic model for evaluation, 580b, 581ff
for methods, determinants, behaviors, environmental conditions, and health, 61–62ff
process and effect intervention, 547ff
understanding PRECEDE model as a, 227–229
logic models (continued)
writing effect evaluation questions from the program, 546–552

long-term memory
how cues can be used to retrieve information from, 73–74
imagery stored in the, 72–73
knowledge as associative network stored in, 71–72

maintenance
continuous quality improvement (CQI) approach to, 506
definition of, 497, 506
determinants of, 507–514
It’s Your Game... Keep It Real project stating outcomes and performance objectives for, 525t–526t
Peace of Mind Program (PMP) determinants for, 516t–517t
stating outcomes and performance objectives for, 506–507

mammography programs
Friend to Friend program, 493–494
Peace of Mind Program (PMP), 499, 501–503, 507, 508–510, 514, 515t–517t, 518
social norms theories on encouraging mammograms, 173
Management Information Decision-Support Epilepsy Tool (MINDSET). See MINDSET (Management Information Decision-Support Epilepsy Tool)

mass media
public service announcements (PSAs) messages of, 358
social norms theories on influence of, 172–173
TV viewing hours by children, 237–238
mass media role-modeling change method, 393t
materials. See program materials
matrices
cautions against placing automaticy or habit as a determinant in the, 318
constructing change objectives for implementation, 507–514, 515t–517t
created at intersection of objectives and at-risk determinants, 283–284
dealing with automaticity in the matrix of change objectives, 317–318, 319t
differentiating the intervention population, 309, 312–313
examples of cells to address a habitual behavior, 319t
identifying environmental agents and program implementers, 318–319
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project construction of implementation, 519b
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project creation of the, 314, 315t–317t, 317–318, 324b–330t
It’s Your Game . . . Keep It Real project task to create the, 324b–330b
program evaluation using change objectives, 321–322
selecting intervention levels for, 309, 310t–312t
writing change objectives and constructing the, 314, 315t–317t, 317–318
Mayor’s Project
behavior-oriented theories used in, in, 64b–65b
core processes for selecting theory- and evidence-based change theories, 374b–375b
identifying, program implementers, 498b
Intervention Mapping used in, 4b–7b
planning program outcomes of, 284b
program materials and design document planning by, 455b
work group of the, 235b–236b
writing effect evaluation questions for, 548b
See also health promotion programs; Intervention Mapping (IM)

media advocacy
for changing policy, 398t
framing, 183–184
three steps of, 183
Wallack’s approach to, 182–184
media advocacy change method, 398t
mediation analysis, 576–577
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), 499
memorizing through chunking, 71
memory
elaboration to add meaning and enhance learning and, 73
how cues can be used to retrieve information from, 73–74
imagery stored in the long-term, 72–73
knowledge as associative network stored in long-term, 71–72
memorizing through chunking, 71
writing program messages to enhance cognitive processing and, 457–458
Mental Model Theory, 71
men who have sex with men (MSM)
importance of determinants when planning an Internet HIV-prevention program for, 307
performance objectives for condom use among HIV-positive, 303t
Method for Program Adaptation through Community Engagement (M-PACE), 603
Microsoft Word readability protocols, 452
MINDSET (Management Information Decision-Support Epilepsy Tool)
design documents of the, 444fig–447fig
epilepsy PRECEDE model developed using, 233–236
program goals for patients with epilepsy using, 255–256
providing decision support to patients and health care providers, 367
self-regulation theories used to develop, 106–107
using findings from empirical studies in the development of, 307–308
See also eHealth interventions; epilepsy
mixed methods evaluation design, 574–575
mobilizing social networks change method, 393t
mobilizing social support change method, 387t
modeled behavior
challenges of translating method into application of, 351–352
changing behavior through, 377t, 392t
mass media role-modeling change method, 393t
to reinforcement objectives and change methods for attitude change, 372–373t
for translating change methods to application, 400–401
moderation analysis, 576–577
motivation
  Motivational Interviewing (MI) for change, 108–109, 378t
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